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Social Media Analytics Strategy - Alex Gonçalves 2017-11-12
This book shows you how to use social media analytics to optimize your
business performance. The tools discussed will prepare you to create and
implement an effective digital marketing strategy. From understanding
the data and its sources to detailed metrics, dashboards, and reports,
this book is a robust tool for anyone seeking a tangible return on
investment from social media and digital marketing. Social Media
Analytics Strategy speaks to marketers who do not have a technical
background and creates a bridge into the digital world. Comparable
books are either too technical for marketers (aimed at software
developers) or too basic and do not take strategy into account. They also
lack an overview of the entire process around using analytics within a
company project. They don’t go into the everyday details and also don’t
touch upon common mistakes made by marketers. This book highlights
patterns of common challenges experienced by marketers from entry
level to directors and C-level executives. Social media analytics are
explored and explained using real-world examples and interviews with
experienced professionals and founders of social media analytics
companies. What You’ll Learn Get a clear view of the available data for
social media marketing and how to access all of it Make use of data and
information behind social media networks to your favor Know the details
of social media analytics tools and platforms so you can use any tool in
the market Apply social media analytics to many different real-world use
cases Obtain tips from interviews with professional marketers and
founders of social media analytics platforms Understand where social
media is heading, and what to expect in the future Who This Book Is For
Marketing professionals, social media marketing specialists, analysts up
to directors and C-level executives, marketing students, and teachers of
social media analytics/social media marketing
Small Angle X-Ray and Neutron Scattering from Solutions of
Biological Macromolecules - Dmitri I. Svergun 2013-08-08
This book describes all aspects of the technique of small-angle scattering
of X-rays and neutrons, including instrumentation, sample requirements,
data interpretation and modelling methods, in a comprehensive way and
gives examples of applications in various fields of biophysics and
biochemistry.
An Introduction to Numerical Methods and Analysis - James F.
Epperson 2013-06-06
Praise for the First Edition ". . . outstandingly appealing with regard to
its style, contents, considerations of requirements of practice, choice of
examples, and exercises." —Zentrablatt Math ". . . carefully structured
with many detailed worked examples . . ." —The Mathematical Gazette ".
. . an up-to-date and user-friendly account . . ." —Mathematika An
Introduction to Numerical Methods and Analysis addresses the

mathematics underlying approximation and scientific computing and
successfully explains where approximation methods come from, why they
sometimes work (or don't work), and when to use one of the many
techniques that are available. Written in a style that emphasizes
readability and usefulness for the numerical methods novice, the book
begins with basic, elementary material and gradually builds up to more
advanced topics. A selection of concepts required for the study of
computational mathematics is introduced, and simple approximations
using Taylor's Theorem are also treated in some depth. The text includes
exercises that run the gamut from simple hand computations, to
challenging derivations and minor proofs, to programming exercises. A
greater emphasis on applied exercises as well as the cause and effect
associated with numerical mathematics is featured throughout the book.
An Introduction to Numerical Methods and Analysis is the ideal text for
students in advanced undergraduate mathematics and engineering
courses who are interested in gaining an understanding of numerical
methods and numerical analysis.
Advanced Methodologies and Technologies in Network Architecture,
Mobile Computing, and Data Analytics - Khosrow-Pour, D.B.A., Mehdi
2018-10-19
From cloud computing to data analytics, society stores vast supplies of
information through wireless networks and mobile computing. As
organizations are becoming increasingly more wireless, ensuring the
security and seamless function of electronic gadgets while creating a
strong network is imperative. Advanced Methodologies and Technologies
in Network Architecture, Mobile Computing, and Data Analytics
highlights the challenges associated with creating a strong network
architecture in a perpetually online society. Readers will learn various
methods in building a seamless mobile computing option and the most
effective means of analyzing big data. This book is an important resource
for information technology professionals, software developers, data
analysts, graduate-level students, researchers, computer engineers, and
IT specialists seeking modern information on emerging methods in data
mining, information technology, and wireless networks.
Data Algorithms - Mahmoud Parsian 2015-07-13
If you are ready to dive into the MapReduce framework for processing
large datasets, this practical book takes you step by step through the
algorithms and tools you need to build distributed MapReduce
applications with Apache Hadoop or Apache Spark. Each chapter
provides a recipe for solving a massive computational problem, such as
building a recommendation system. You’ll learn how to implement the
appropriate MapReduce solution with code that you can use in your
projects. Dr. Mahmoud Parsian covers basic design patterns,
optimization techniques, and data mining and machine learning solutions
for problems in bioinformatics, genomics, statistics, and social network
analysis. This book also includes an overview of MapReduce, Hadoop,
and Spark. Topics include: Market basket analysis for a large set of
transactions Data mining algorithms (K-means, KNN, and Naive Bayes)
Using huge genomic data to sequence DNA and RNA Naive Bayes
theorem and Markov chains for data and market prediction
Recommendation algorithms and pairwise document similarity Linear
regression, Cox regression, and Pearson correlation Allelic frequency
and mining DNA Social network analysis (recommendation systems,
counting triangles, sentiment analysis)
Handbook of Measure Theory - E. Pap 2002-10-31
The main goal of this Handbook is to survey measure theory with its
many different branches and its relations with other areas of
mathematics. Mostly aggregating many classical branches of measure
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Pharmaceutical Statistics Using SAS - Alex Dmitrienko, Ph.D.
2007-02-07
Introduces a range of data analysis problems encountered in drug
development and illustrates them using case studies from actual preclinical experiments and clinical studies. Includes a discussion of
methodological issues, practical advice from subject matter experts, and
review of relevant regulatory guidelines.
John E. Freund's Mathematical Statistics with Applications - Irwin
Miller 2018-03-15
"This text is designed primarily for a two-semester or three-quarter
calculus-based course in mathematical statistics."-Student Solutions Manual, Mathematical Statistics with
Applications - K. M. Ramachandran 2009
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theory the aim of the Handbook is also to cover new fields, approaches
and applications which support the idea of "measure" in a wider sense,
e.g. the ninth part of the Handbook. Although chapters are written of
surveys in the various areas they contain many special topics and
challenging problems valuable for experts and rich sources of
inspiration. Mathematicians from other areas as well as physicists,
computer scientists, engineers and econometrists will find useful results
and powerful methods for their research. The reader may find in the
Handbook many close relations to other mathematical areas: real
analysis, probability theory, statistics, ergodic theory, functional analysis,
potential theory, topology, set theory, geometry, differential equations,
optimization, variational analysis, decision making and others. The
Handbook is a rich source of relevant references to articles, books and
lecture notes and it contains for the reader's convenience an extensive
subject and author index.
Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach Featuring the Internet, 3/e
- James F. Kurose 2005

Computer Vision with SAS - Susan Kahler 2020-07-22
Computer vision is a field of artificial intelligence that trains computers
to interpret and understand the visual world. In recent years, computer
vision has begun to rival and even surpass human visual abilities in many
areas. SAS offers many different solutions to train computers to "see" by
identifying and classifying objects, and several groundbreaking papers
have been written to demonstrate these techniques. The papers included
in this special collection demonstrate how the latest computer vision
tools and techniques can be used to solve a variety of business problems.
Python for Data Analysis - Wes McKinney 2017-09-25
Get complete instructions for manipulating, processing, cleaning, and
crunching datasets in Python. Updated for Python 3.6, the second edition
of this hands-on guide is packed with practical case studies that show
you how to solve a broad set of data analysis problems effectively. You’ll
learn the latest versions of pandas, NumPy, IPython, and Jupyter in the
process. Written by Wes McKinney, the creator of the Python pandas
project, this book is a practical, modern introduction to data science
tools in Python. It’s ideal for analysts new to Python and for Python
programmers new to data science and scientific computing. Data files
and related material are available on GitHub. Use the IPython shell and
Jupyter notebook for exploratory computing Learn basic and advanced
features in NumPy (Numerical Python) Get started with data analysis
tools in the pandas library Use flexible tools to load, clean, transform,
merge, and reshape data Create informative visualizations with
matplotlib Apply the pandas groupby facility to slice, dice, and
summarize datasets Analyze and manipulate regular and irregular time
series data Learn how to solve real-world data analysis problems with
thorough, detailed examples
Mathematical Statistics with Applications in R - Kandethody M.
Ramachandran 2014-09-14

Mathematical Statistics with Applications in R, Second Edition, offers a
modern calculus-based theoretical introduction to mathematical statistics
and applications. The book covers many modern statistical computational
and simulation concepts that are not covered in other texts, such as the
Jackknife, bootstrap methods, the EM algorithms, and Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods such as the Metropolis algorithm,
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and the Gibbs sampler. By combining the
discussion on the theory of statistics with a wealth of real-world
applications, the book helps students to approach statistical problem
solving in a logical manner. This book provides a step-by-step procedure
to solve real problems, making the topic more accessible. It includes
goodness of fit methods to identify the probability distribution that
characterizes the probabilistic behavior or a given set of data. Exercises
as well as practical, real-world chapter projects are included, and each
chapter has an optional section on using Minitab, SPSS and SAS
commands. The text also boasts a wide array of coverage of ANOVA,
nonparametric, MCMC, Bayesian and empirical methods; solutions to
selected problems; data sets; and an image bank for students. Advanced
undergraduate and graduate students taking a one or two semester
mathematical statistics course will find this book extremely useful in
their studies. Step-by-step procedure to solve real problems, making the
topic more accessible Exercises blend theory and modern applications
Practical, real-world chapter projects Provides an optional section in
each chapter on using Minitab, SPSS and SAS commands Wide array of
coverage of ANOVA, Nonparametric, MCMC, Bayesian and empirical
methods
Modern Mathematical Statistics with Applications - Jay L. Devore
2021-04-29
This 3rd edition of Modern Mathematical Statistics with Applications
tries to strike a balance between mathematical foundations and
statistical practice. The book provides a clear and current exposition of
statistical concepts and methodology, including many examples and
exercises based on real data gleaned from publicly available sources.
Here is a small but representative selection of scenarios for our examples
and exercises based on information in recent articles: Use of the “Big
Mac index” by the publication The Economist as a humorous way to
compare product costs across nations Visualizing how the concentration
of lead levels in cartridges varies for each of five brands of e-cigarettes
Describing the distribution of grip size among surgeons and how it
impacts their ability to use a particular brand of surgical stapler
Estimating the true average odometer reading of used Porsche Boxsters
listed for sale on www.cars.com Comparing head acceleration after
impact when wearing a football helmet with acceleration without a
helmet Investigating the relationship between body mass index and foot
load while running The main focus of the book is on presenting and
illustrating methods of inferential statistics used by investigators in a
wide variety of disciplines, from actuarial science all the way to zoology.
It begins with a chapter on descriptive statistics that immediately
exposes the reader to the analysis of real data. The next six chapters
develop the probability material that facilitates the transition from simply
describing data to drawing formal conclusions based on inferential
methodology. Point estimation, the use of statistical intervals, and
hypothesis testing are the topics of the first three inferential chapters.
The remainder of the book explores the use of these methods in a variety
of more complex settings. This edition includes many new examples and
exercises as well as an introduction to the simulation of events and
probability distributions. There are more than 1300 exercises in the
book, ranging from very straightforward to reasonably challenging. Many
sections have been rewritten with the goal of streamlining and providing
a more accessible exposition. Output from the most common statistical
software packages is included wherever appropriate (a feature absent
from virtually all other mathematical statistics textbooks). The authors
hope that their enthusiasm for the theory and applicability of statistics to
real world problems will encourage students to pursue more training in
the discipline.
Dive Into Deep Learning - Joanne Quinn 2019-07-15
The leading experts in system change and learning, with their schoolbased partners around the world, have created this essential companion
to their runaway best-seller, Deep Learning: Engage the World Change
the World. This hands-on guide provides a roadmap for building capacity
in teachers, schools, districts, and systems to design deep learning,
measure progress, and assess conditions needed to activate and sustain
innovation. Dive Into Deep Learning: Tools for Engagement is rich with
resources educators need to construct and drive meaningful deep
learning experiences in order to develop the kind of mindset and know-
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Blueprints for Text Analytics Using Python - Jens Albrecht
2020-12-04
Turning text into valuable information is essential for businesses looking
to gain a competitive advantage. With recent improvements in natural
language processing (NLP), users now have many options for solving
complex challenges. But it's not always clear which NLP tools or libraries
would work for a business's needs, or which techniques you should use
and in what order. This practical book provides data scientists and
developers with blueprints for best practice solutions to common tasks in
text analytics and natural language processing. Authors Jens Albrecht,
Sidharth Ramachandran, and Christian Winkler provide real-world case
studies and detailed code examples in Python to help you get started
quickly. Extract data from APIs and web pages Prepare textual data for
statistical analysis and machine learning Use machine learning for
classification, topic modeling, and summarization Explain AI models and
classification results Explore and visualize semantic similarities with
word embeddings Identify customer sentiment in product reviews Create
a knowledge graph based on named entities and their relations
Algorithms and Data Structures for External Memory - Jeffrey Scott
Vitter 2008
Describes several useful paradigms for the design and implementation of
efficient external memory (EM) algorithms and data structures. The
problem domains considered include sorting, permuting, FFT, scientific
computing, computational geometry, graphs, databases, geographic
information systems, and text and string processing.
Natural Inheritance - Francis Galton 1894
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how that is crucial to becoming a problem-solving change agent in our
global society. Designed in full color, this easy-to-use guide is loaded
with tools, tips, protocols, and real-world examples. It includes: • A
framework for deep learning that provides a pathway to develop the six
global competencies needed to flourish in a complex world — character,
citizenship, collaboration, communication, creativity, and critical
thinking. • Learning progressions to help educators analyze student
work and measure progress. • Learning design rubrics, templates and
examples for incorporating the four elements of learning design: learning
partnerships, pedagogical practices, learning environments, and
leveraging digital. • Conditions rubrics, teacher self-assessment tools,
and planning guides to help educators build, mobilize, and sustain deep
learning in schools and districts. Learn about, improve, and expand your
world of learning. Put the joy back into learning for students and adults
alike. Dive into deep learning to create learning experiences that give
purpose, unleash student potential, and transform not only learning, but
life itself.
Electric Power System Planning - Hossein Seifi 2011-06-24
The present book addresses various power system planning issues for
professionals as well as senior level and postgraduate students. Its
emphasis is on long-term issues, although much of the ideas may be used
for short and mid-term cases, with some modifications. Back-up materials
are provided in twelve appendices of the book. The readers can use the
numerous examples presented within the chapters and problems at the
end of the chapters, to make sure that the materials are adequately
followed up. Based on what Matlab provides as a powerful package for
students and professional, some of the examples and the problems are
solved in using M-files especially developed and attached for this
purpose. This adds a unique feature to the book for in-depth
understanding of the materials, sometimes, difficult to apprehend
mathematically. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to Power System
Planning (PSP) issues and basic principles. As most of PSP problems are
modeled as optimization problems, optimization techniques are covered
in some details in Chapter 2. Moreover, PSP decision makings are based
on both technical and economic considerations, so economic principles
are briefly reviewed in Chapter 3. As a basic requirement of PSP studies,
the load has to be known. Therefore, load forecasting is presented in
Chapter 4. Single bus Generation Expansion Planning (GEP) problem is
described in Chapter 5. This study is performed using WASP-IV,
developed by International Atomic Energy Agency. The study ignores the
grid structure. A Multi-bus GEP problem is discussed in Chapter 6 in
which the transmission effects are, somehow, accounted for. The results
of single bus GEP is used as an input to this problem. SEP problem is
fully presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 devotes to Network Expansion
Planning (NEP) problem, in which the network is planned. The results of
NEP, somehow, fixes the network structure. Some practical
considerations and improvements such as multi-voltage cases are
discussed in Chapter 9. As NEP study is typically based on some
simplifying assumptions and Direct Current Load Flow (DCLF) analysis,
detailed Reactive Power Planning (RPP) study is finally presented in
Chapter 10, to guarantee acceptable ACLF performance during normal
as well as contingency conditions. This, somehow, concludes the basic
PSP problem. The changing environments due to power system
restructuring dictate some uncertainties on PSP issues. It is shown in
Chapter 11 that how these uncertainties can be accounted for. Although
is intended to be a text book, PSP is a research oriented topic, too. That
is why Chapter 12 is devoted to research trends in PSP. The chapters
conclude with a comprehensive example in Chapter 13, showing the stepby-step solution of a practical case.
Mathematical Statistics with Applications - Dennis Wackerly 2014-10-27
In their bestselling MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS WITH APPLICATIONS,
premiere authors Dennis Wackerly, William Mendenhall, and Richard L.
Scheaffer present a solid foundation in statistical theory while conveying
the relevance and importance of the theory in solving practical problems
in the real world. The authors' use of practical applications and excellent
exercises helps students discover the nature of statistics and understand
its essential role in scientific research. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Mathematical Statistics with Applications - Dennis Wackerly 2007-09
Prepare for exams and succeed in your mathematics course with this
comprehensive solutions manual! Featuring worked out-solutions to the
problems in MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS WITH APPLICATIONS, 7th
Edition, this manual shows you how to approach and solve problems
using the same step-by-step explanations found in your textbook

examples.
Student Solutions Manual, Mathematical Statistics with
Applications -
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Random Integral Equations with Applications to Life Sciences and
Engineering - 1974-08-20
In this book, we study theoretical and practical aspects of computing
methods for mathematical modelling of nonlinear systems. A number of
computing techniques are considered, such as methods of operator
approximation with any given accuracy; operator interpolation
techniques including a non-Lagrange interpolation; methods of system
representation subject to constraints associated with concepts of
causality, memory and stationarity; methods of system representation
with an accuracy that is the best within a given class of models; methods
of covariance matrix estimation; methods for low-rank matrix
approximations; hybrid methods based on a combination of iterative
procedures and best operator approximation; and methods for
information compression and filtering under condition that a filter model
should satisfy restrictions associated with causality and different types of
memory. As a result, the book represents a blend of new methods in
general computational analysis, and specific, but also generic,
techniques for study of systems theory ant its particular branches, such
as optimal filtering and information compression. - Best operator
approximation, - Non-Lagrange interpolation, - Generic Karhunen-Loeve
transform - Generalised low-rank matrix approximation - Optimal data
compression - Optimal nonlinear filtering
Optimal Transport - Cédric Villani 2008-10-26
At the close of the 1980s, the independent contributions of Yann Brenier,
Mike Cullen and John Mather launched a revolution in the venerable field
of optimal transport founded by G. Monge in the 18th century, which has
made breathtaking forays into various other domains of mathematics
ever since. The author presents a broad overview of this area, supplying
complete and self-contained proofs of all the fundamental results of the
theory of optimal transport at the appropriate level of generality. Thus,
the book encompasses the broad spectrum ranging from basic theory to
the most recent research results. PhD students or researchers can read
the entire book without any prior knowledge of the field. A
comprehensive bibliography with notes that extensively discuss the
existing literature underlines the book’s value as a most welcome
reference text on this subject.
The Normal Distribution - Wlodzimierz Bryc 2012-12-06
This book is a concise presentation of the normal distribution on the real
line and its counterparts on more abstract spaces, which we shall call the
Gaussian distributions. The material is selected towards presenting
characteristic properties, or characterizations, of the normal distribution.
There are many such properties and there are numerous rel evant works
in the literature. In this book special attention is given to
characterizations generated by the so called Maxwell's Theorem of
statistical mechanics, which is stated in the introduction as Theorem
0.0.1. These characterizations are of interest both intrin sically, and as
techniques that are worth being aware of. The book may also serve as a
good introduction to diverse analytic methods of probability theory. We
use characteristic functions, tail estimates, and occasionally dive into
complex analysis. In the book we also show how the characteristic
properties can be used to prove important results about the Gaussian
processes and the abstract Gaussian vectors. For instance, in Section 5.4
we present Fernique's beautiful proofs of the zero-one law and of the
integrability of abstract Gaussian vectors. The central limit theorem is
obtained via characterizations in Section 7.3.
Mathematical Statistics - Jun Shao 2008-02-03
This graduate textbook covers topics in statistical theory essential for
graduate students preparing for work on a Ph.D. degree in statistics.
This new edition has been revised and updated and in this fourth
printing, errors have been ironed out. The first chapter provides a quick
overview of concepts and results in measure-theoretic probability theory
that are useful in statistics. The second chapter introduces some
fundamental concepts in statistical decision theory and inference.
Subsequent chapters contain detailed studies on some important topics:
unbiased estimation, parametric estimation, nonparametric estimation,
hypothesis testing, and confidence sets. A large number of exercises in
each chapter provide not only practice problems for students, but also
many additional results.
Characterization Problems in Mathematical Statistics - Abram Meerovich
Kagan 1973
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A Basic Course in Measure and Probability - Ross Leadbetter
2014-01-30
A concise introduction covering all of the measure theory and probability
most useful for statisticians.
Mainstreams of Finite Mathematics with Applications - Chris P. Tsokos
1978
Persistence Theory: From Quiver Representations to Data Analysis
- Steve Y. Oudot 2017-05-17
Persistence theory emerged in the early 2000s as a new theory in the
area of applied and computational topology. This book provides a broad
and modern view of the subject, including its algebraic, topological, and
algorithmic aspects. It also elaborates on applications in data analysis.
The level of detail of the exposition has been set so as to keep a survey
style, while providing sufficient insights into the proofs so the reader can
understand the mechanisms at work. The book is organized into three
parts. The first part is dedicated to the foundations of persistence and
emphasizes its connection to quiver representation theory. The second
part focuses on its connection to applications through a few selected
topics. The third part provides perspectives for both the theory and its
applications. The book can be used as a text for a course on applied
topology or data analysis.
Advanced Transport Phenomena - L. Gary Leal 2007-06-18
Advanced Transport Phenomena is ideal as a graduate textbook. It
contains a detailed discussion of modern analytic methods for the
solution of fluid mechanics and heat and mass transfer problems,
focusing on approximations based on scaling and asymptotic methods,
beginning with the derivation of basic equations and boundary conditions
and concluding with linear stability theory. Also covered are
unidirectional flows, lubrication and thin-film theory, creeping flows,
boundary layer theory, and convective heat and mass transport at high
and low Reynolds numbers. The emphasis is on basic physics, scaling and
nondimensionalization, and approximations that can be used to obtain
solutions that are due either to geometric simplifications, or large or
small values of dimensionless parameters. The author emphasizes setting
up problems and extracting as much information as possible short of
obtaining detailed solutions of differential equations. The book also
focuses on the solutions of representative problems. This reflects the
book's goal of teaching readers to think about the solution of transport
problems.
Frontiers in Massive Data Analysis - National Research Council
2013-09-03
Data mining of massive data sets is transforming the way we think about
crisis response, marketing, entertainment, cybersecurity and national
intelligence. Collections of documents, images, videos, and networks are
being thought of not merely as bit strings to be stored, indexed, and
retrieved, but as potential sources of discovery and knowledge, requiring
sophisticated analysis techniques that go far beyond classical indexing
and keyword counting, aiming to find relational and semantic
interpretations of the phenomena underlying the data. Frontiers in
Massive Data Analysis examines the frontier of analyzing massive
amounts of data, whether in a static database or streaming through a
system. Data at that scale--terabytes and petabytes--is increasingly
common in science (e.g., particle physics, remote sensing, genomics),
Internet commerce, business analytics, national security,
communications, and elsewhere. The tools that work to infer knowledge
from data at smaller scales do not necessarily work, or work well, at such
massive scale. New tools, skills, and approaches are necessary, and this
report identifies many of them, plus promising research directions to
explore. Frontiers in Massive Data Analysis discusses pitfalls in trying to
infer knowledge from massive data, and it characterizes seven major
classes of computation that are common in the analysis of massive data.
Overall, this report illustrates the cross-disciplinary knowledge--from
computer science, statistics, machine learning, and application
disciplines--that must be brought to bear to make useful inferences from
massive data.
Elementary Statistics - Mario F. Triola 1998-01-01
Introduction to Probability and Mathematical Statistics - Lee J.
Bain 2000-03-01
The Second Edition of INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY AND
MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS focuses on developing the skills to build
probability (stochastic) models. Lee J. Bain and Max Engelhardt focus on
the mathematical development of the subject, with examples and
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exercises oriented toward applications.
Advanced Transport Phenomena - P. A. Ramachandran 2014-09-25
Integrated, modern approach to transport phenomena for graduate
students, featuring examples and computational solutions to develop
practical problem-solving skills.
Probability Theory - Y. A. Rozanov 2013-05-27
This clear exposition begins with basic concepts and moves on to
combination of events, dependent events and random variables, Bernoulli
trials and the De Moivre-Laplace theorem, and more. Includes 150
problems, many with answers.
Algorithm Design - Michael T. Goodrich 2001-10-15
Michael Goodrich and Roberto Tamassia, authors of the successful, Data
Structures and Algorithms in Java, 2/e, have written Algorithm
Engineering, a text designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to
the design, implementation and analysis of computer algorithms and data
structures from a modern perspective. This book offers theoretical
analysis techniques as well as algorithmic design patterns and
experimental methods for the engineering of algorithms. Market:
Computer Scientists; Programmers.
Probability, Random Processes, and Statistical Analysis - Hisashi
Kobayashi 2011-12-15
Together with the fundamentals of probability, random processes and
statistical analysis, this insightful book also presents a broad range of
advanced topics and applications. There is extensive coverage of
Bayesian vs. frequentist statistics, time series and spectral
representation, inequalities, bound and approximation, maximumlikelihood estimation and the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm,
geometric Brownian motion and Itô process. Applications such as hidden
Markov models (HMM), the Viterbi, BCJR, and Baum–Welch algorithms,
algorithms for machine learning, Wiener and Kalman filters, and
queueing and loss networks are treated in detail. The book will be useful
to students and researchers in such areas as communications, signal
processing, networks, machine learning, bioinformatics, econometrics
and mathematical finance. With a solutions manual, lecture slides,
supplementary materials and MATLAB programs all available online, it is
ideal for classroom teaching as well as a valuable reference for
professionals.
R and Data Mining - Yanchang Zhao 2012-12-31
R and Data Mining introduces researchers, post-graduate students, and
analysts to data mining using R, a free software environment for
statistical computing and graphics. The book provides practical methods
for using R in applications from academia to industry to extract
knowledge from vast amounts of data. Readers will find this book a
valuable guide to the use of R in tasks such as classification and
prediction, clustering, outlier detection, association rules, sequence
analysis, text mining, social network analysis, sentiment analysis, and
more. Data mining techniques are growing in popularity in a broad range
of areas, from banking to insurance, retail, telecom, medicine, research,
and government. This book focuses on the modeling phase of the data
mining process, also addressing data exploration and model evaluation.
With three in-depth case studies, a quick reference guide, bibliography,
and links to a wealth of online resources, R and Data Mining is a
valuable, practical guide to a powerful method of analysis. Presents an
introduction into using R for data mining applications, covering most
popular data mining techniques Provides code examples and data so that
readers can easily learn the techniques Features case studies in realworld applications to help readers apply the techniques in their work
McGraw-Hill's PMP Certification Mathematics - Vidya Subramanian
2010-01-25
Master the mathematics of project management! With McGraw-Hill’s
PMP® Certification Mathematics, you have what you need to ace the
toughest area of the Project Management Professional (PMP)
certification test—math and statistics. The book provides in-depth
descriptions of every math concept covered on the exam, along with all
relevant calculations and practical problem-solving strategies. Complete
with sample questions and step-by-step solutions, McGraw-Hill’s PMP®
Certification Mathematics helps you build a solid foundation in the
subject—whether you’re planning to take the test or a practicing
professional looking to refresh your skills. Target Your Studying
—Focuses strictly on the critical math concepts and questions
“Experience” the Test —CD-ROM provides on-screen practice in the
actual test format Assess Your Performance —Explains what you got
right and wrong . . . and why Avoid Mistakes —Describes the most
common errors—and how to avoid them Stay Up to Date —Aligns with
the latest PMBOK (Project Management Body of Knowledge) throughout
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